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INTRODUCTION 
 

Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a life-

threatening disease characterized by elevated pulmonary 

arterial pressure, infiltration of inflammatory cells and 

pulmonary vascular remodeling, ultimately leading to 

right heart failure and premature death. People at every 

age stage may be affected, especially in elderly people 

over 65 years old, and it is estimated that the prevalence 

of PAH is about 1% in the global population and increases  

 

up to 10% in the elderly [1]. Survival rate of patients with 

advanced PAH remains quite lower within 5 years [2]. 

However, little is known about the pathogenic 

mechanisms underlying the disease onset and progression. 

 

Microarray has been used to detect transcriptional 

profiling in explanted lungs from various forms of 

advanced PAH and identified a great deal of 

information on PAH, including gene expression 

signatures, potential biomarkers and therapeutic 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a serious disease characterized by elevated pulmonary artery 
pressure, inflammatory cell infiltration and pulmonary vascular remodeling. However, little is known about the 
pathogenic mechanisms underlying the disease onset and progression. RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) was used to 
identify the transcriptional profiling in control and rats injected with monocrotaline (MCT) for 1, 2, 3 and 4 
weeks. A total of 23200 transcripts and 280, 1342, 908 and 3155 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were 
identified at the end of week 1, 2, 3 and 4, of which Svop was the common top 10 DEGs over the course of PAH 
progression. Functional enrichment analysis of DEGs showed inflammatory/immune response occurred in the 
early stage of PAH development. KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of DEGs showed that cytokine-cytokine 
receptor interaction and neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction were in the initiation and progression of PAH. 
Further analysis revealed impaired expression of cholinergic receptors, adrenergic receptors including alpha1, 
beta1 and beta2 receptor, and dysregulated expression of γ-aminobutyric acid receptors. In summary, the 
dysregulated inflammation/immunity and neuroactive ligand receptor signaling pathways may be involved in 
the onset and progression of PAH. 
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targets [3]. However, microarray has several 

limitations, including high background level, a limited 

dynamic detection range and lack of sensitivity in 

detecting low copy transcripts [4]. High-throughput 

RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) is a powerful and 

unbiased tool that allows detection of genome-wide 

transcriptional profiling. Recently, RNA-seq has 

emerged as an alternative to microarray, because of its 

accuracy, sensibility, larger dynamic detection range 

and higher reproducibility than microarray [4, 5]. 

Despite these, only fewer studies have used RNA-seq 

to analyze the PAH transcriptional profiling. The 

comparison of RNA-seq with microarray in 

quantifying gene expression level has been carried out 

in schistosoma-induced pulmonary hypertension, 

which showed that the correlation between microarray 

and RNA-seq was lower, especially for low copy 

transcripts where RNA-seq had a wider dynamic 

range than microarray [6]. 

 

Monocrotaline (MCT) was widely used for the 

induction of PAH in rats. Our previous study have 

successfully established a rat PAH model by a single 

intraperitoneal injection of 40 mg/kg MCT, based on 

the evidences of significantly elevated mean pulmonary 

arterial pressure, right ventricular hypertrophy index, 

and pulmonary artery remodeling indices [7–10]. 

Microarray studies have provided data on investigation 

of human end-stage PAH, however, transcriptional 

profiling of the disease origin was lacking [11]. In the 

present study, we used the RNA-seq to perform a 

comprehensive analysis of the transcriptional profiling 

during the initiation and progression of MCT-induced 

PAH, aiming to have a better understanding of 

pathogenic mechanisms underlying the disease onset 

and progression.  

 

RESULTS 
 

Analysis of transcriptome changes in response to 

MCT treatment 
 

To explore the transcriptome changes during the 

initiation and progression of PAH, we performed RNA-

seq analysis of lung tissues isolated from control and 

MCT-treatment rats that had been treated with MCT for 

1, 2, 3 and 4 weeks (Figure 1). RNA-seq generated 

54496350.71±5424147.74 raw reads. After removing 

the low quality reads and adapter sequences, we 

obtained 53966718.24±5389121.99 clean reads, 

accounting for 98.88%-99.14% raw reads. Quality 

control analysis showed the values of Q20 and Q30 

were more than 97.85% and 94.61%, respectively 

(Supplementary Table 1). Then, we mapped the clean 

reads to rat reference genome using STAR software for 

each sample, a total of 52905058.24±5343368.73 clean 

reads was aligned, yielding an average successful 

mapping rate of 98.02% (Supplementary Table 2).  

 

After assembling and calculation of the transcripts by 

using FPKM, a total of 23200 transcripts were detected in 

assembled transcripts, of which 21400, 20575, 20554, 

20958 and 20555 transcripts were identified as expression 

in control, MCT-treatment 1 week, MCT-treatment 2 

weeks, MCT-treatment 3 weeks and MCT-treatment 4 

weeks, respectively, accounted for 92.24%, 88.68%, 

88.59%, 90.34% and 88.59% of expressed transcripts 

(Table 1). These results indicated that the percentages of 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic workflow of RNA-seq and bioinformatics analysis. MCT-treatment rats were treated with MCT for 1, 2, 3 and 4 
weeks, and then total RNA was isolated from control and MCT-treated rats. After cDNA library preparation and RNA-seq, the datasets were 
generated and submitted to bioinformatics analysis, including differential expression analysis, GO enrichment analysis, KEGG pathway 
enrichment analysis and clustering analysis. 
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Table 1. Summary table of expressed transcripts and their percentages. 

Group Expressed transcripts Expressed transcripts% 

CTW 21400 92.24% 

MCTW1 20575 88.68% 

MCTW2 20554 88.59% 

MCTW3 20958 90.34% 

MCTW4 20555 88.59% 

CTW, control; MCTW1, MCT treatment for 1 week; MCTW2, MCT treatment for 2 weeks; MCTW3, MCT treatment for 3 
weeks and MCTW4, MCT treatment for 4 weeks. 
 

expressed transcripts were decreased in the progression of 

MCT-induced PAH. For those identified transcripts, they 

could be further divided into 8 intervals, including 

0≤FPKM<1, 1≤FPKM<5, 5≤FPKM<10, 10≤FPKM<20, 

20≤FPKM<30, 30≤FPKM<40, 40≤FPKM<50 and 

50≤FPKM. The majority of the transcripts were in the 

range of 0≤FPKM<1, accounted for 37.31%-42.69% of 

the total expressed transcripts. Then, it was the range of 

1≤FPKM<5, accounted for 17.21%-19.26% 

(Supplementary Table 3). As a result, these data indicated 

that abundances of most transcripts were low or extremely 

low, which was reported to be difficult for microarray to 

quantify [4].  

 

Identification of DEGs induced by MCT  
 

Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified 

by using a threshold of fold change ≥ 2 and p≤0.05. 

Differential expression analysis showed that 280 genes 

were differentially expressed at week 1 compared with 

control, including 70 upregulated genes and 210 

downregulated genes. Using the same threshold, 1342 

DEGs were identified at week 2, including 466 

upregulated genes and 876 downregulated genes; 908 

DEGs were identified at week 3, including 571 

upregulated genes and 337 downregulated genes; 3155 

DEGs were identified at week 4, including 1318 

upregulated genes and 1837 downregulated genes 

(Figure 2A–2D). These results suggested that the 

number of upregulated DEGs was gradually increased 

in the progression of PAH and most of the DEGs were 

downregulated. 

 

Identification of common genes in top 10 DEGs 

induced by MCT 
 

The top 10 DEGs with the strongest differential 

expression between MCT treatment and control were 

extracted for each differential expression analysis 

(Supplementary Tables 4–7). Further analysis of the top 

10 DEGs using Venny 2.1 showed that Svop was 

overlapped at the all 4 weeks, Dlk1 was overlapped at 

week 2, week 3 and week 4 and Ecel1 was overlapped 

at week 1 and week 4 (Figure 3). Of note, Svop was 

located in the synaptic vesicle annotated by Gene 

Ontology (GO) (Table 2). 

 

GO enrichment analysis of DEGs in MCT-induced 

PAH 

 

GO enrichment analysis was used to determine the 

biological process terms of the DEGs at each week. It was 

showed that almost all the biological process terms were 

linked to inflammation/immunity at week 1, such as 

immune system process, immune response, and regulation 

of immune system process (Figure 4A), demonstrating a 

role of inflamatory/immune response at the early time 

point of PAH development. Of  note, humoral immunity 

may play an important role in the early development of 

PAH, due to enrichment of lots of GO terms including B 

cell receptor signaling pathway, B cell activation, 

regulation of B cell activation, antigen receptor−mediated 

signaling pathway, immunoglobulin production and 

positive regulation of B cell activation (Figure 4A). 

Moreover, immune system process and immune response 

were also the most significantly enriched biological 

process terms at week 3. In addition to humoral immune 

response, the complement activation was also significantly 

enrihced at week 3 (Figure 4C). In contrast, we noticed 

that the most significantly enriched biological process term 

of the DEGs at week 2 was positive regulation of 

biological process. Additionally, a large number of 

biological process terms associated with development, 

including system development, developmental process, 

anatomical structure development and organ development, 

were significantly enriched (Figure 4B). These similar 

results were identified at week 4 (Figure 4D). Thus, it was 

possible that pulmonary vascular remodeling appeared at 

week 2 and exacerbated at week 4. 

 

KEGG pathway analysis of DEGs in MCT-induced 

PAH 
 

To determine the signaling pathways of DEGs at each 

week, we used KOBAS to identify KEGG pathways 

enriched by the DEGs. The majority of the enriched 
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Figure 2. Identification of DEGs in MCT-induced PAH. (A) DEGs in comparison of MCT-treatment 1 week with control, (B) DEGs in 
comparison of MCT-treatment 2 weeks with control, (C) DEGs in comparison of MCT-treatment 3 weeks with control and (D) DEGs in comparison 
of MCT-treatment 4 weeks with control. The DEGs between MCT treatment and control were identified by DESeq2 package in R 3.5.3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The overlapped top 10 DEGs showed in Venn diagram. The overlapped top 10 DEGs were analyzed by Venny 2.1. 
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Table 2. The GO annotation of the overlapped top 10 DEGs. 

Gene 

symbol 
Biological process Cellular component Molecular function 

Svop transmembrane transport synaptic vesicle  
transmembrane transporter 

activity 

Ecel1 neuropeptide signaling pathway component of membrane endopeptidase activity 

Erfe iron ion homeostasis extracellular space receptor binding 

Dlk1 negative regulation of notch signaling pathway component of membrane calcium ion binding 

 

KEGG pathways were related to inflammation/immunity 

at week 1, such as cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction, 

chemokine signaling pathway and IL-17 signaling 

pathway (Figure 5A). Therefore, these results confirmed a 

role of inflammatory and immune response at the early 

time point of PAH development. Interestingly, we noticed 

that DEGs were commonly enriched in cytokine-cytokine 

receptor interaction and neuroactive ligand-receptor 

interaction during the onset and progression of PAH 

(Figure 5A–5D).  

The change of cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction 

in response to MCT treatment 

 

The CXC and CC of chemokine subfamilies and TNF 

families in cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction 

were further analysis. Hierarchical clustering of DEGs 

annotated in the CXC and CC subfamilies showed the 

increase in expression of numerous chemokines, such 

as Ccl1, Ccl2, Ccl7, Ccl12, Ccl17, Ccl20, Ccl21, 

Ccl22, Ccl24, Cxcl13 and Cxcl4. However, except 

 

 
 

Figure 4. GO analysis of the DEGs identified in comparison of MCT-treatment with control. (A) biological process terms enriched 
in DEGs at week 1, (B) biological process terms enriched in DEGs at week 2, (C) biological process terms enriched in DEGs at week 3 and (D) 
biological process terms enriched in DEGs at week 4. Only the top 20 biological process terms of GO enrichment analysis were showed. 
Ccr10 and Xcr1, the majority of chemokine receptor 

expression were reduced, including Ccr6, Ccr7 and Ccr9, 

reflecting the restricted chemokine receptor signaling 

(Figure 6A, 6B). Similarly, a fairly large number of TNF 
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ligand families were gradually upregulated, including 

Tnfsf4, Tnfsf13b, TnfSF14, Tnfsf9, Cd70 and Lta. In 

contrast to downregulation of chemokine receptors, the 

expression of TNF ligand family receptors, including 

Tnfrsf17, Tnfrsf4, Tnfrsf9, Tnfrsf12a, Tnfrsf13c and 

Tnfrsf13b, were upregulated (Figure 6A, 6C). 

 

The change of neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction 

in response to MCT treatment 

 

A series of neuroactive ligand receptors were 

differentially expressed in neuroactive ligand-receptor 

interaction pathway, such as downregulated receptors 

including acetylcholine receptor, epinephrine and 

norepinephrine receptors, 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor, 

somatostatin receptor, anandamide receptor, glutamate 

receptor and glucagon-like peptide receptor, as well as 

upregulated receptors including γ-aminobutyric acid 

(GABA) receptor, nucleotides receptor, endothelin 

receptor, glucagon receptor, neuropeptide Y receptor and 

bradykinin receptor (Figure 7). 

 

Further hierarchical clustering analysis of cholinergic 

and adrenergic receptors using Morpheus showed 

downregulation of muscarinic acetylcholine receptors 

Chrm2 and Chrm3, as well as nicotinic acetylcholine 

receptors Chrna7 and Chrnb2 (Figure 8A, 8B). The 

expression of adrenergic alpha1 and beta receptors, 

including Adra1a, Adrb1 and Adrb2, were also reduced. 

By contrast, adrenergic alpha2 receptor expression 

varied with subtypes: Adra2c expression was not 

sustained reduced over time, whereas Adra2a and 

Adra2b expression were elevated (Figure 8A, 8C). 

These results indicated the dysregulated expression of 

both sympathetic and parasympathetic receptors in the 

progression of PAH. In addition, hierarchical clustering 

analysis also revealed increased expression of GABA 

receptors Gabbr2 and Gabrr1 (Figure 8A, 8D). 

 

 
 

Figure 5. KEGG pathway analysis of the DEGs identified in comparison of MCT-treatment with control. (A) KEGG pathway terms 
enriched in DEGs at week 1, (B) KEGG pathway terms enriched in DEGs at week 2, (C) KEGG pathway terms enriched in DEGs at week 3 and 
(D) KEGG pathway terms enriched in DEGs at week 4. Only the top 20 KEGG pathway terms were showed. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

PAH is a substantial global health issue and 

increasingly diagnosed in the elderly [1]. In the present 

study, RNA-seq was used to identify transcriptional 

profiling change during the initiation and progression of 

MCT-induced PAH. RNA-seq analysis revealed 

reduced expression of transcripts in the progression of 

PAH, whereas the number of upregulated DEGs was 

gradually increased. Functional enrichment analysis of 

DEGs showed inflammatory/immune response occurred 

at the early time point of PAH development. In 

addition, KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of DEGs 

revealed dysregulated cytokine-cytokine receptor 

interaction and neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction 

in the onset and progression of PAH. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. The change of cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction in response to MCT treatment. (A) KEGG pathway map showing 
change of cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction, DEGs with relatively increased and reduced expression were shown in red and blue, 
respectively, while green represented background genes. KEGG pathway only at week 4 was showed. (B) Heatmap and hierarchical clustering 
analysis of DEGs that were annotated in the chemokines and receptors in cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction, (C) Heatmap and 
hierarchical clustering of DEGs that were annotated in the TNF families and receptors in cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction. 
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Marked perivascular inflammation was present in the 

lung of PAH and correlated with pulmonary vascular 

remodeling [12]. The infiltration of macrophage was 

identified in our previous study [9]. In addition to 

macrophage, B lymphocyte and its mediated humoral 

immune response may also play a role in the 

pathogenesis of PAH, this is due to enrichment of lots 

of GO terms linked to B cell activation and humoral 

immunity in this study. The development and 

progression of PAH were associated with the 

dysregulated expression of several chemokines and 

chemokine receptors in the pulmonary vasculature [13]. 

Interestingly, cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction 

was persistently enriched in the development and 

progression of MCT-induced PAH. Further hierarchical 

clustering analysis revealed dysregulated expression of 

several chemokines and chemokine receptors. Of these 

chemokines and chemokine receptors, Ccl2, Ccl7, 

Ccl20, Ccl21, Cxcl13, Cxcl4, Ccr6 and Ccr7 have 

already been demonstrated to be associated with 

pulmonary hypertension [13]. Notably, the expression 

of several chemokine receptors, such as Ccr6, Ccr7 and 

Ccr9, were reduced rather than increased in the 

progression of PAH. It was possible that presence of 

negative feedback mechanism that restricted the 

overactivated or prolonged chemokine receptor 

signaling.  

 

TNFα transgenic mice developed spontaneous PAH and 

TNFα drove the progression of PAH by suppressing 

BMPR2 expression and changing NOTCH signaling 

[14, 15]. Hierarchical clustering analysis also revealed 

upregulation of the other TNF ligand families and the 

receptors that were previously less well-appreciated in 

PAH. Thus, these results may expand the driving role of 

TNFα families in the pathogenesis of PAH. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. KEGG pathway map showing change of neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction. DEGs with relatively increased and 
reduced expression were shown in red and blue, respectively, while green represented background genes. KEGG pathway only at week 4 was 
showed. 
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In this study, Svop, Ecel1, Dlk1 and Erfe were 

identified as the overlapped top 10 DEGs, however 

their roles in PAH were not characterized. Svop was 

the only overlapped top 10 genes occurred during the 

initiation and progression of PAH. Previous studies 

have demonstrated that Svop was an evolutionarily 

conserved synaptic vesicle protein and localized to 

neurotransmitter-containing vesicles, additionally, 

Svop expression was decreased with aging [16, 17]. 

Ecel1 was found to be preferentially expressed in the 

central nervous system and sympathetic ganglia [18]. 

Ecel1 expression was dramatically increased, as motor 

and sensory nerves were injured [19]. Dlk1 was a 

somato-dendritic protein expressed in hypothalamic 

arginine-vasopressin and oxytocin neurons and 

involved in neuroendocrine [20]. Collectively, it could 

be inferred that peripheral nervous system was 

dysfunctional in the PAH lung. Indeed, KEGG 

pathway analysis of DEGs in MCT-induced PAH 

revealed that neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction 

was persistently enriched during the initiation and 

progression of PAH. The neuroactive ligand-receptor 

interaction has already been enriched by the previous 

studies, but no further work was done [21, 22]. A 

number of neuroactive ligand receptors were 

identified as differential expression in the present 

study, of which cholinergic receptor, neuropeptide Y 

receptor and glutamate receptor have already been 

known to be associated with the development of 

pulmonary hypertension [23–25].  

 

The parasympathetic nervous activity was mediated by 

2 types of cholinergic receptors, the nicotinic receptor 

and the muscarinic receptor. Our results showed 

reduced expression of both nicotinic and muscarinic 

receptors. The impaired parasympathetic activity was 

reported in patients with PAH [26]. Hence, the 

identification of reduced expression of nicotinic and 

muscarinic receptors may provide an alternative 

explanation for impaired parasympathetic activity. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. The change of neuroactive ligand-receptors in MCT-induced PAH. (A) Hierarchical clustering of DEGs that were annotated 
in the cholinergic and adrenergic receptors as well as GABA receptors. (B–D) Temporal expression levels of DEGs annotated in neuroactive 
ligand-receptor interaction. Data were shown as mean ± S.E.M and analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s test, n = 3 MCT-
treated rats at each week, and n = 5 control. *p<0.05 vs control and **p<0.01 vs control. 
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Previously, 123Iodine-metaiodobenzylguanidine nuclear 

imaging was applied to evaluate sympathetic 

innervation of the ventricle in patients with PAH, the 

marked reduction in heart-to-mediastinum ratio was 

observed, suggesting an impaired cardiac sympathetic 

nervous system [27–29]. Similarly, we identified 

reduced expression of multiple adrenergic receptors in 

the disease lung, including adrenergic alpha1, beta1 and 

beta2 receptors. In contrast, the expression of alpha2 

adrenergic receptors, alpha2A and alpha2B, were 

increased. Alpha2 adrenergic receptors played a role in 

suppressing neurotransmitter release from sympathetic 

nerves, the elevated expression of Alpha2 adrenergic 

receptors may suggest the impaired activation of 

sympathetic nerves in the PAH lung. GABA is the 

major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central and 

peripheral nervous system where it acts at GABA 

receptors. The identification of elevated GABA 

receptors, Gabbr2 and Gabrr1, provided the other 

evidences of inhibited neurotransmitter release from 

sympathetic nerves. Collectively, our results indicated 

both impaired sympathetic and parasympathetic 

receptors in MCT-induced PAH, which were consistent 

with clinical observation describing decreased 

chronotropic response to exercise and heart rate 

recovery in patients with PAH [30].  

 

The increased sympathetic nerve activity has been 

reported in PAH [31]. It remained unclear whether 

reduced adrenergic beta receptors themselves were 

response to chronic sympathetic hyperactivation just as 

suggested by the previous study [27], this was due to a 

lack of consistent beneficial effect of beta-adrenergic 

receptor blockers in patients with PAH [32]. Furthermore, 

the current pulmonary hypertension guideline advised 

against the use of beta-adrenergic receptor blockers in 

PAH patients [33]. The mechanisms underlying reduced 

expression of sympathetic and parasympathetic receptors 

remained elusive. It was likely that inflammation was a 

contributor, since neuroinflammation was identified in 

MCT-induced PAH [34, 35]. 

 

In summary, inflammatory/immune response was 

identified at the early time point of PAH development. 

The dysregulated chemokine and neuroactive ligand 

receptor signaling may be involved in the onset and 

progression of PAH, thus, providing novel insights into 

the pathogenic mechanisms of PAH. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Animal and treatment 

 

Sprague-Dawley rats (SD rats), 200-250g, were 

purchased from Shanghai SLACCAS Laboratory 

Animal Co., Ltd. (Certificate No. SCXK 2012–0002). 

The SD rats were raised in the animal room and given 

food and water ad libitum. The PAH model in rats was 

established by a single intraperitoneal injection of 40 

mg/kg MCT (Sigma-Aldrich, CA, USA) as described 

previously [7–10]. A total of 17 rats were used in this 

study, 12 rats were randomly assigned into 4 groups and 

treated with MCT (n = 3, each MCT-treatment group). 

To increase the statistical power, 5 remaining rats were 

served as control and treated with saline. The MCT-

treated rats were sacrificed at the end of week 1, 2, 3 

and 4, and control rats were sacrificed at the time when 

MCT was given (week 0), and each time when 

monocrotaline-treated rats were sacrificed, at the end of 

week 1, 2, 3 and 4. The lungs were immediately isolated 

and frozen in the liquid nitrogen and then stored at -

80°C. All efforts were made to diminish suffering by 

using sodium pentobarbital anesthesia. The procedures 

have been conducted in accordance with the ethical 

standards and were approved by the Laboratory Animal 

Welfare and Ethics Committee of Fujian Medical 

University (Approval No. 2017–070, Fuzhou, China). 

 

RNA extraction  
 

Total RNA was extracted from 50 mg lung tissues using 

1 mL Trizol reagent (Life Technology, USA) following 

manufacturer’s instructions, as previously described 

[36]. RNA integrity and quality were assessed by gel 

electrophoresis. The RNA concentration and purity 

were determined at A260 nm and A280 nm wavelengths 

using NanoDropTM instruments (Thermo Scientific, 

USA), total RNA with high quality was used for cDNA 

library preparation. 

 

cDNA library preparation and RNA-seq 

 

cDNA Library preparation and RNA-seq were 

performed on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform by 

Genenergy Biotechnology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  

 

Bioinformatics analysis 

 

Bioinformatic analysis tools, including FastQC, STAR, 

StringTie, Cufflinks-Cuffmerge, DESeq2, TopGO, 

KOBAS, Venny 2.1 and Morpheus were used in this 

study. Briefly, the quality of generated reads was assessed 

by FastQC software (http://www.bioinformatics. 

babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). The alignment of clean 

reads to rat reference genome was performed using STAR 

software (https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR). The 

transcripts were assembled by using the StringTie and 

Cufflinks-Cuffmerge softwares (http://ccb.jhu.edu/ 

software/stringtie/). The values of transcript expression in 

each sample were determined by calculation of fragments 

per kilobase of transcript per million fragments mapped 

(FPKM). Generally, as the FPKM of a transcript was not 

http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR
http://ccb.jhu.edu/software/stringtie/
http://ccb.jhu.edu/software/stringtie/
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less than 0.1, the transcript was then regarded as 

expression. The identification of DEGs between MCT-

treatment groups and control was performed by using 

DESeq2 software with a threshold of fold-change ≥ 2 and 

p≤0.05. Hierarchical clustering analysis and heatmap 

creation were performed by Morpheus (https://software. 

broadinstitute.org/morpheus/). KOBAS 3.0 was used for 

KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of the DEGs 

(http://kobas.cbi.pku.edu.cn/). TopGO (http://www. 

bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/topGO.html) 

was used for gene ontology enrichment analysis of the 

DEGs. The overlapped top 10 DEGs were determined by 

Venny 2.1 (https://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/ 

index.html). 

 

Statistical analysis 
 

Data are shown as mean ± S.E.M. Multiple comparisons 

to control were performed with one-way ANOVA 

followed by Dunnett’s test in R 3.5.3. P values of <0.05 

were regarded as significant. Further details of the 

statistical analysis were provided in the figure legends. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 
 

Supplementary Tables 
 

Supplementary Table 1. The summary of raw reads, clean reads and values of Q20 and Q30. 

Sample Raw reads Clean reads Average length Clean reads % Q20 % Q30 % 

CTW0 54347150 53881330 142.4237 99.14% 98.5% 95.95% 

CTW1 55196452 54686818 143.1568 99.08% 98.40% 95.60% 

CTW2 47309544 46837854 142.83 99% 98.25% 95.40% 

CTW3 48786120 48263046 143.7846 98.93% 98.10% 95% 

CTW4 52642514 52102274 143.4323 98.97% 98.15% 95.20% 

MCTW11 55426314 54904968 141.5576 99.06% 98.55% 95.95% 

MCTW12 57082004 56522476 143.0275 99.02% 98.35% 95.55% 

MCTW13 70152968 69475748 141.2986 99.03% 98.45% 95.65% 

MCTW21 60554304 59965206 142.1482 99.03% 98.40% 95.65% 

MCTW22 57123236 56609990 142.7558 99.10% 98.45% 95.70% 

MCTW23 48982862 48461514 141.7249 98.94% 98.30% 95.45% 

MCTW31 52163224 51677098 143.162 99.07% 98.45% 95.70% 

MCTW32 47903478 47366610 142.7532 98.88% 97.85% 94.61% 

MCTW33 56784038 56283860 142.2004 99.12% 98.45% 95.70% 

MCTW41 52785414 52223502 142.6143 98.94% 98.25% 95.30% 

MCTW42 58353368 57821720 143.4674 99.09% 98.50% 95.85% 

MCTW43 50844972 50350196 142.5338 99.03% 98.45% 95.70% 

CTW, control; MCTW1, MCT treatment for 1 week; MCTW2, MCT treatment for 2 weeks; MCTW3, MCT treatment for 3 
weeks and MCTW4, MCT treatment for 4 weeks. n = 3 for each MCT-treatment group, n = 5 for control. 
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Supplementary Table 2. Summary table of clean reads and their alignments. 

Sample Total clean reads Total mapped Mapped ratio(%) Unique mapped Reads Proper pair 

CTW0 53881330 52967071 98.30% 49310754 49310624 

CTW1 54686818 53691090 98.20% 49282698 49282528 

CTW2 46837854 45969162 98.10% 42655997 42655838 

CTW3 48263046 47206358 97.80% 43476522 43476334 

CTW4 52102274 51111663 98.10% 47765204 47765054 

MCTW11 54904968 54001990 98.40% 49431346 49431200 

MCTW12 56522476 55501901 98.20% 51635734 51635574 

MCTW13 69475748 68294498 98.30% 62718946 62718758 

MCTW21 59965206 59006189 98.40% 53633769 53633596 

MCTW22 56609990 55557815 98.10% 50691175 50691012 

MCTW23 48461514 47552665 98.10% 42742459 42742302 

MCTW31 51677098 50669321 98% 46502994 46502810 

MCTW32 47366610 46042923 97.20% 42934658 42934372 

MCTW33 56283860 54948575 97.60% 49911096 49910906 

MCTW41 52223502 51259212 98.20% 47032044 47031836 

MCTW42 57821720 56286553 97.30% 51767767 51767558 

MCTW43 50350196 49319004 98% 45371920 45371782 

CTW, control; MCTW1, MCT treatment for 1 week; MCTW2, MCT treatment for 2 weeks; MCTW3, MCT treatment for 3 
weeks and MCTW4, MCT treatment for 4 weeks. n = 3 for each MCT-treatment group, n = 5 for control. 
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Supplementary Table 3. The distribution ranges of expressed transcript abundances. 

Sample 0≤FPKM<1 1≤FPKM<5 5≤FPKM<10 10≤FPKM<20 20≤FPKM<30 30≤FPKM<40 40≤FPKM<50 50≤FPKM 

CTW0 8843(38.12%) 4035(17.39%) 2801(12.07%) 3097(13.35%) 1458(6.28%) 827(3.56%) 439(1.89%) 1700(7.33%) 

CTW1 9024(38.9%) 4306(18.56%) 2732(11.78%) 2771(11.94%) 1288(5.55%) 736(3.17%) 514(2.22%) 1829(7.88%) 

CTW2 8657(37.31%) 4130(17.8%) 2823(12.17%) 3106(13.39%) 1484(6.4%) 828(3.57%) 505(2.18%) 1667(7.19%) 

CTW3 8847(38.13%) 4056(17.48%) 2786(12.01%) 2978(12.84%) 1378(5.94%) 803(3.46%) 490(2.11%) 1862(8.03%) 

CTW4 8900(38.36%) 4068(17.53%) 2712(11.69%) 3026(13.04%) 1451(6.25%) 822(3.54%) 458(1.97%) 1763(7.6%) 

MCTW11 9126(39.34%) 4242(18.28%) 2739(11.81%) 2818(12.15%) 1266(5.46%) 744(3.21%) 484(2.09%) 1781(7.68%) 

MCTW12 8936(38.52%) 3993(17.21%) 2764(11.91%) 3040(13.1%) 1447(6.24%) 818(3.53%) 513(2.21%) 1689(7.28%) 

MCTW13 9307(40.12%) 4252(18.33%) 2660(11.47%) 2722(11.73%) 1212(5.22%) 741(3.19%) 495(2.13%) 1811(7.81%) 

MCTW21 9103(39.24%) 4318(18.61%) 2760(11.9%) 2700(11.64%) 1254(5.41%) 706(3.04%) 525(2.26%) 1834(7.91%) 

MCTW22 8886(38.3%) 4182(18.03%) 2775(11.96%) 2879(12.41%) 1360(5.86%) 743(3.2%) 492(2.12%) 1883(8.12%) 

MCTW23 9326(40.2%) 4206(18.13%) 2660(11.47%) 2605(11.23%) 1283(5.53%) 715(3.08%) 512(2.21%) 1893(8.16%) 

MCTW31 8795(37.91%) 4022(17.34%) 2870(12.37%) 2990(12.89%) 1418(6.11%) 790(3.41%) 506(2.18%) 1809(7.8%) 

MCTW32 8699(37.5%) 4117(17.75%) 2897(12.49%) 3119(13.44%) 1491(6.43%) 801(3.45%) 451(1.94%) 1625(7%) 

MCTW33 9338(40.25%) 4209(18.14%) 2602(11.22%) 2630(11.34%) 1234(5.32%) 715(3.08%) 475(2.05%) 1997(8.61%) 

MCTW41 9904(42.69%) 4344(18.72%) 2368(10.21%) 2401(10.35%) 1165(5.02%) 640(2.76%) 448(1.93%) 1930(8.32%) 

MCTW42 9035(38.94%) 4273(18.42%) 2659(11.46%) 2672(11.52%) 1290(5.56%) 750(3.23%) 508(2.19%) 2013(8.68%) 

MCTW43 9083(39.15%) 4468(19.26%) 2725(11.75%) 2606(11.23%) 1228(5.29%) 690(2.97%) 453(1.95%) 1947(8.39%) 

CTW, control; MCTW1, MCT treatment for 1 week; MCTW2, MCT treatment for 2 weeks; MCTW3, MCT treatment for 3 
weeks and MCTW4, MCT treatment for 4 weeks. n = 3 for each MCT-treatment group, n = 5 for control. 

 

Supplementary Table 4. The top 10 DEGs in comparison of MCT-treatment 1 week with control. 

Symbol Gene name log2FoldChange Pvalue 

Pate4 prostate and testis expressed 4 3.273006 0.000557113 

Krt12 keratin 12 2.868081 0.001534974 

Svop SV2 related protein 2.689407 0.001093115 

Cxcl6 C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 6 2.046318 0.000707697 

Erfe erythroferrone 2.042368 5.75047E-05 

Aass Aminoadipate-Semialdehyde Synthase -2.96848 0.018236318 

Tgm6 transglutaminase 6 -3.15424 0.000570532 

Tnni1 troponin I1, slow skeletal type -3.27371 0.002540156 

Erp27 endoplasmic reticulum protein 27 -4.21826 0.003198764 

Lair1 leukocyte-associated immunoglobulin-like receptor 1 -4.63501 3.62254E-08 
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Supplementary Table 5. The top 10 DEGs in comparison of MCT-treatment 2 weeks with control. 

Symbol Gene Name log2FoldChange Pvalue 

Svop SV2 related protein 6.664369 2.93E-18 

Gdf15 growth differentiation factor 15 3.412863 7.27E-19 

Mmp12 matrix metallopeptidase 12 3.407787 1.87E-09 

Erfe erythroferrone 3.274235 2.06E-10 

Ecel1 endothelin converting enzyme-like 1 3.128768 2.24E-09 

Hcn3 hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated potassium channel 3 -3.74328 4.49E-07 

Dlk1 delta like non-canonical Notch ligand 1 -3.82786 0.000169 

Sun5 Sad1 and UNC84 domain containing 5 -4.03929 2.63E-08 

Cacng3 calcium voltage-gated channel auxiliary subunit gamma 3 -4.57397 3.69E-08 

Prss29 protease, serine, 29 -4.81529 1.49E-16 

 

Supplementary Table 6. The top 10 DEGs in comparison of MCT-treatment 3 weeks with control. 

Symbol Gene Name log2FoldChange Pvalue 

Svop SV2 related protein 6.142864 1.51E-21 

Ano3 anoctamin 3 5.540536 9.41E-14 

Lctl lactase-like(Lctl) 5.196691 6.53E-15 

Cd209a CD209a molecule 5.140403 2.31E-14 

Gdf3 growth differentiation factor 3 4.685729 2.93E-12 

Amelx amelogenin, X-linked -3.17676 0.000346 

Esrrb estrogen-related receptor beta -3.29573 4.56E-05 

Adprhl1 ADP-ribosylhydrolase like 1 -3.67701 5.79E-05 

Dlk1 delta like non-canonical Notch ligand 1 -4.53374 9.47E-25 

Klk6 kallikrein related-peptidase 6 -4.89908 4.31E-05 

 

Supplementary Table 7. The top 10 DEGs in comparison of MCT-treatment 4 weeks with control. 

Symbol Gene Name log2FoldChange Pvalue 

Ecel1 endothelin converting enzyme-like 1 6.091016 1.89E-50 

Svop SV2 related protein 5.96079 1.72E-17 

Mcpt1l1 mast cell protease 1-like 1 5.109331 2E-12 

Cma1 chymase 1 5.063219 6.08E-15 

Spp1 secreted phosphoprotein 1 4.218197 2.45E-11 

Dlk1 delta like non-canonical Notch ligand 1 -4.09894 3.49E-07 

Vipr1 Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide Receptor 1 -4.40789 2.09E-25 

Asb15 ankyrin repeat and SOCS box containing 15 -4.43624 1.38E-10 

Impg1 interphotoreceptor matrix proteoglycan 1 -4.62783 1.92E-07 

Opcml opioid binding protein/cell adhesion molecule-like -5.00968 2.86E-09 

 


